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SUMMARY 
A detailed mothod is pr esented for de termining the temperature 
and :flow of heat ed gas nec essary for ice pr eventio:p of holloy, pro-
peller bl.ad~s in flight and icing conditions . ';['~e pr opeller, blade 
is analytically divided into a . pumber of short r adial segments" , 
wh i ch are succ essively treated as s eparate heat exphangers. Expres-
sions for the total external and, internal heat transfer are com-
b i~ed to determine the surface t emperaturQs of each sE?gment . Tbe 
thermodynamic stea,dy-flow e,quatio.n is given fo r the internal gas-
flow pr ocess E!-nd ~xpr~Bsions are obtained for the radial variat~ons 
of gas temper ature and :pr essure wHhin the blade. For a giv'en 
lnitial gas t emperature in the b lade shank cavity, the minimum gas 
flow is det ermined" which 1"ill provid.e surface' t emperatures of at 
least 320 F everYVThere on the heat ed portion of the blade. 
An expr ession for the r equired heat-source lnput to the gas 
is included and a f 'ormula is g iven for calculating the r equired 
blade -tip nozzle ar ea . 
A discussion is i nc luded of the, indicated oenef ,its to be 
derived from certain alterations of the blade internal flow 
passage . " 
INTRODUCTION 
Thermal prevention of, the formation of ic,e on , aircraft 1)110-
pellers has been previously investigated by means of electrical 
and hot-gas heating. The heat r eq,uirements associated with the 
use of external , e l ectri call y heated rub~er blade shoes are 
analyzed in. r efer ence L " Flight investigations of tlwrmal sys-
t ems using hot gas within hollow propeller blades have b een 
r eport ed in r eference 2, and by Palmatier and"Brigham of the 
Curt 'iss -Wri ght Corporation. 
r 
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The present analysis was made at the NACA Cleveland labora-
tory to provide ~ me"tihod for pr edict ing U .e hot-·gas flow and t he 
ini tial gas temperature r equ:i.r ed for s ati"sfactory ice prevention 
on hollow propeller blades . This method involves a system of 
progressive approximations considering success i ve radially dis-
posed blade s egments as s eparate heat exchangers. Account is 
taken of the heat r equired to raise the t emperature of the :l.nter-
cepted free water to the blade-surface temperature, t he cooling 
effect of the evaporation of water, and the kinetic hoating of the 
external-air boundary layer. The physica l changes of the hot gas 
in flowing through the holloyr blSlde are det ermined in order t o 
find the required tip nozzle ar ea , The detailed analysis is 
applied to a typical propeller blade for flight at two assumed 
operating conditions at the sajlle icing conditions to illustrate 
the step-by-step p·roc ed.ure and to demonstrate typical r esults . 
A method of modifying the blade internal passage is suggested 
,,,her eby the heating r equiremo.nts may be reduced for a given 
application of the hot -gas met:rF:-1d of pr eventing ice on typical 
hollow propellers. 
SYIvU30LS 
The ' following symbols are used in equations taken f rom 
r eforenc es : 
A 
c 
heat -transfer area, (sq ft) 
cross -s ectional ar ea of blade tip nozzle, (sq ft) 
cross -·sectional area of · blade internal-,flow passage, 
(sq ·ft) 
blade-section lif t coefficient 
blade chord, . (ft) 
specific he'at of gas for polytropic process, 
(Btu/(lb)(oF)) 
cp specific heat of gas at constant pr essure, (Btu/(lb)(~ ) ) 
diameter of cylinder whos e r adiUS ·is. eg,ual to l ead1ng-
edge r adi us of given blade section, (tt ) 
hydrauliC diameter, (4 ~/P ), (ft) 
• J 
• 
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e 
f 
g 
R 
h 
J 
chan e of radial kinetic enerey per pounct of gas in flmv-
inr; through radial blade SAfJ!l.ent, (ft -. lb/lb) 
base of natural logaritbms 
flow energy dissipated by fricti on per po"md of gas in 
flowing through radial blade s egnrm'l! , (ft -lb/lb) ' 
friction coeffici en.t 
acceleration of gravity, 32,2 (1't/80C2 ) 
rate of heat transf er per unit area, (Btu/ (hr )(sq ft) 
convective heat -t~ansf~l" coeff icient, (Btu/ (hr)(sq ft)(OF») 
mechanical equivalent of h eat .• (ft .. lb/Btu ) 
k theJ:1mal conductivity, (Btu/(hr) ( s g. f t) ( OB' / f t ) 
L latent heat of evapor o,t;lon of ''later, (Btu,./J.b) 
7. radial l ength of bla~le . segment,. (f t ) .. 
M rate of interc eption of water , ( l b/(:br ) (pi ft)) 
Mev rate of evaporation of w~ter, ( 1])/ (ltr) (,3 q f t» 
m liquid-,\fater c ontent of ambient a :1.r , ( t:~re.rru:I /cu m) 
Nu Nus selt number, (h0 1/k or hot/k) 
n 
p 
Pr 
exponent tn polytropic 'Process, n pv ::: '(;01181:;ant 
perimeter of blade . internal··flO'v! passag0) (1't) 
Prandtl number, (360 )g ) lJ.c /k p 
absolut e static pressure, (lb/sq f t) 
pressure of s at urated 'vater vapor, ( l b/s q :n) 
heat input t o Gas f .J. O'vT :per blade f r om heat source, 
(Btu/hr) 
heat escape per blade at · ti p nozz;le , (B-',u,/J:r ) 
total heRt ad.ded per blade to inter nal g .8 flow from heat 
S ourc e Rnd propeller '\oTork, (Btu./hr) 
4: 
Q.trans 
R 
Re 
c 
r 
8 
T 
t 
NA~'A 'iN :T() . l4S4 
heat transferred thr ough blade metal from ga,9 flOi-Thlg 
th-rough rad.ial blade segment, (Btu/hr) 
net heat lOBS UElI' pound of gas in flowlng thr0':lgh r adial 
blad,e s egment , QtraWi _ !1-2_, (Btu/lb) 
w J 
d.ynamic -pr essure of ambient ai r relative t o b Lede sta-
' . tion, ( lb/s9. ft) .. 
gas constant (f or air", 53 . 3 ), (f t-Ib/(lb)(OR)) 
Reynolds munber based' on blade-sect lon chord 
Reynolds number based on hydraulic diameter 
Reynolds number based on laminar boundary-layer thickness 
radius at any p:J;'oIleller· bla,de stati on, (ft' 
surface t otal length of heated blacle section :Ln chordwis e 
directIon over both camber and t.hrust face , (ft) 
surface distanc e f r om blade ··sectloD stagnB.t1 on pOint t o 
any point on heated surfac e in chor (lwlse dl:rectlon , (ft ) 
absolute total temperatur e , (oR ) 
static temperature, (oF) 
lit temperature rise at sur face due to boundar y,·la:"Elr 
f riction, (OF ) 
u 
v 
internal energy of gas , (Btu/lb ) 
radial ve loc ity of int ernal gas r elatlve t o prcproi ller 
blade, (ft/sec ) 
tangential velocity of propoller blade at given radius, 
(ft/sec) 
air velocity, (f t/s ec) 
average ai r velocity over camber or thrust face Of. b lade, 
(ft / S8C ) 
resul tant or helical vel oel ty of pr openeI' b l'J.de at any 
radi us, (ft / sec ) 
---~--~ -~ --~ ----' 
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v 
Wprop 
x 
x 
z 
a 
p 
T 
¢ 
specific volume of internal gas, (cu ft /lb) 
increment of tlr:thalpy due to work done by r otatj.ng pr o-
peller On pound of gas in flowing through r ad.ial blade 
segment , (ft-lb/lb) 
net compression work done on pound of gas in flow:inG 
t hrough radial blad.e s egment, vlprop - ll'1-2' (ft.-lb j:Lb) 
rate of tnternal gas flow per blad.B, (n/hr ) 
Hardy 's evaporation factor 
distance from leading edge measured a l ong chord, (ft ) 
exponent of Pr in det ermining kinetic t emperature rIs e, 
1/2 for laminar flow and 1/3 for turbulent flmv 
angl e of at tack of blade s ection, (deg) 
ratio of specific heat s 
thickness of laminar b')undary l ayer on bllide surface) (ft) 
heat-transfer length of t urbulent bounclary la.yer , (1't) 
momentum thickness of boundary layer on blado sur face 
at A:r ans Hion) (ft) 
turbulent bour.dary- layer par ameter 
turbulunt boundary- layer paro.rnet er at point of t r ansition 
pro ?eller drive -shaf·t tor que increment due t o internal 
gas now, (Jb-ft /( lb/sec) ) 
absolute viscosity, « lb )(s ec )/ (sq ft )) 
kinematic viscosity, (sq f t/s ec ) 
density , «lb)( sGc 2)/ft4 ) 
static temper ature , ( ~\ ) 
ari thmetic aver age of static temper atures of ambi ent ai r 
and blade sur face ; (OR) 
angul ar position relative t o stagnation point on blade-
s ection l eading-edge circular ar c , (a ag ) 
6 
w 
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angle of impingement of vTater dl'oplet on blade surface, 
(deg) 
pro:l?eller r otational speod, (radians / sec ) 
Subscripts: 
o 
1, 2 
a 
av 
b 
d 
f 
g 
i 
m 
s 
w 
eJnbient atmospheric conditions 
internal gas at entering and l eaving ends , r espec t i vely, 
of a given radial segment 
external air side of propeller blade 
averagG 
outer edge of external-air boundary layer 
datum temper ature (for determining beat-transfer dlff er -
entials) 
final gas condi t ions (exit from las t radJal bJade segment 
prior to tip nozzle) 
internal gas side of propel l er blade 
initial gas condition (inlet t o first radial blad.e 
s egment) 
mean value betwe6n points l and 2 
external blade surface 
occurrenco of condensation or evaJoration of water 
I 
Pr imed symbols denote conditions that ar e changed because of 
altered blade interiors . 
METHOD FOR DEI'ERMINING DESIGN REQUIREHENTS 
Description of Solution 
The determination of the required. gas-f low rates for a hot -
gas type of anti - icing system on a given aircraft propeller 
involves a tedious series of calculations . The information 
available at the pr~sent t i ms . is insufficient to determine 
--------- ------- -----"' 
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qui ckJy the maximum r equirements f or a given pr opeller oporating 
t hrough a range of flight and ici.ng conditions . Individual ca lcu-
lat ions must b e made for a c ODplet e series 0:E' solected, crHical 
flight and icing conditions . Tho blade -t p nozzle area and the 
heat·-sourc e ca'pacity arl:J . then calculated lor the maximum requirG-
ments s o determined. 
The degr ee of approximation obtained through the us e of the 
subsequent analysis \'Till remain unc erta in. until more complete and 
r e liable experimental data are available on propeller-b lade 
external and int ernal hoat -transfer coefL'.cients) ktnetic hee-t ing 
of wet air} h eat .losses due to evaporati o:p. of 1-rater, the ext ent 
of h eat con.duct ion in the blade metal ) an(:;' the de t ermination of 
mj.nimum standards for ice :;Jr evention . 
A schematic diagram of the heated-gas fl ow through a t ;rp:i.cal 
holl011  gro:;Je ller blade is illustrated. in fj.gure 1. The gas is 
first heated by a s uitabl e heat source, enters a statir.mary 
transfer manifoJ.d, and then passes through a collector r:l.ng and 
cuffs fastened to the propeller hub and into the blade shanks. 
The hot gas then flows re.dially outward throueh t he hollow "ole,des, 
which may have internal radial part itions (f lg . 1), t o d is c:o.ar ge 
nozzlee in the blade tips . 
The met.hod s 19gest ed. starts with the selection of a number 
of operating conclit.ions (pr opel l er rot ational speed, aIrspeed, 
density a l titude, and ambi~nt-air t omperature ) characteristic of 
taXiing , take.· off, cltmb, c rUise , and. maximum speed with the 
d Gt ermination of t he correspondJ.ng Uquid -vater c ontents from 
the recoT1lJ."l1onCLati :::lIJ.s &hown in fj.gure 2 . The r eg,uired internal 
hot-gas f 10TIT i s then calcul ated for each condition using an 
ini tial hot-gas temperatur e as hj.gh as structural cor..B idcr ations 
will permit . 
For s ome flight condi tions the required -intornal gas flovl ' 
obtained in the calculaJc ions using the ma~'{imum injtial gas t em-
perature will be s o loW' that a r eduction in the init ial t empera-
ture anti an increas e in the . gas flovl might s eem advisab] e . In 
many cases j n OvTever, the maximum heat r e quir ements will probabl:y 
b e met only by utilizing the highest possible initia;L hot-gas 
t emper ature b0cause .of limitat ions of the propeller in pu.mlJing 
t he gas. The use of high gas t emperatw.'es and l ow gas f l ows has 
the additional advantage of keeping the pumping power at a 
minimum. 
'1'11e r equi r ed Gas flow, which is d efined a s th e rate that 1-lill 
maintain the heated portion of a blade s urfac e at temperatU1~es at 
or above 320 F, must b e comput ed by t rial . For convent i onal 
7 
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pro::?eller-blade designs, the pol.nt of 1m-lest calculated surface 
temperature will usnally be ·at the stagnation point of a radial 
station near the hub . Unuer savere icing conditions, thore is no 
great variation of calcula.ted leading-edge surface temperature 
with propeller radius at the inboard stations, although heat con-
ducted radially outward from the blade hub will actually raise the 
surface temperatures at the inner radii. If the effect of this 
heat conduction from the blade shank does not extend too far along 
the blade. at the loading edge, the use of the stagnation-point 
surfaco t emperature at the innermost blade s egmrsnt as the critical 
point for determining the required gas flow will permit more rapid 
progression with the trial vulues and seldom will a complete 
analys is of all segments. be necessary . 
Ste~s in Solution 
For each set of flight ·and iclng cond.itions the followi r.8 
ste~ -by-step method of solution js suggested. 
I. Divide the blade into a convenient number of r adial s eg -
ments each 2 long . (In t he numerical ex::.unple given 
subsequently, radial segments 1 ft long were employed ; 
eX3'erience may indicate a need for shorter segments of 
perhaps 6 in; in length.) Tabulate the cross-sectional 
flOlf areas ~, the external and internal heat -transfer 
areas Aa (= ~; . 2)" and Ag (= PZ), respectively, the 
diameters of equivalent leading-edge cyli~ders Dc at 
the centers of t he segments} the i nternal perimeters P, 
and the c~ ' ord l engths c . The cross-sectional flov. 
areas should be tabulated for the inlet , the center , and 
the outlet of each segment . 
II; Determine the external factors that are unaffected by 
the internal heat flOlf as follows: For the assumed 
propeller-blade speed, find the lif t coef ficient C2 
and angle of attack a, at the center of each rad.ial 
segment by the method of reference 3 or other accepted 
procedure. VIi th these data calculate the chordvrise 
distribution of local air velocity Vb' 
A. Determine the local · external air-film heat-transfer 
coefficient ha for the laminar regime (from refer-
ence 4) from· 
(1) 
J 
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I.here the vahle of the laminar b oundary -layer thick-
ness ', o~ is foul1d fr'om 'rQferenc0, 5 8.0'3 
9.17 ("sic 8.17 
2 5.:; c 2 (IVR) I (Vb ~ (~) 0., - --,- - I-j d· 
v - Ree \ Vb I \ VR.: \C 
(2) 
" J O ' 
For tr"e turbulent regime the heat ·, tl'anrJfer coeffi-
cient has been given in r efer'encu 6 as 
N'u k 
"ha := --~- (3) 
The value of the turbulent bound.ary,·layer heat·· 
transfer ,'length at 18 s'1iglltly imr,?lvod . The 
turbulent bounda.ry-le,yer i)arameter S, as derived 
in r eference 7, is related to at as follows: 
( 4) 
The vul ue ' of the' pararrieter t) , ,q.encted t tr at the 
tr6),nsH10n potnt (appendix ,A)., ;~8 [:"i,v en in refer-
ence 7 as ' 
where 
Vb € 
:::; 2.56 lOBe 4 . 075 ._.-
V 
E: ::: ,0 . 289 07, 
(5) 
( 6) 
the value of 07, being taken at the tra.nsition 
point. Succee,ding values of S may b e found from 
the relation ' 
where the funct i on f (~ ) is 
f ( ~', r -2 - 0 . 3914: s' = 10 . 411 ~ e ' ~ 
(7 ) 
( 8 ) 
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An alternate and 8j.mpler method thantht.t above for 
deter minj.ng ha (explained in append.ix A) 18 given 
in ref erenc e 8 as 
.' - 0 . 50 
ha := 0 . 0562 ( r. ) 0 .50 (Vav Po B) 
y \ s (9 ) 
for the laminar regime, and 
(V. \0.80 . o ~ 296 av Po g '. ha := 0 . 524 (T.) --~-- i 
y \ s O. 25 / 
(10) 
for the turbulent regime 1 .. There 
( 11 ) 
The + is 11.S eo.. for the camber sur fcw8 and. the i s 
us ed for the thrUs t f ac e . Inasmuch as the values of 
ha i~ equation8 (1), (3), (9) , and (10) cannot be 
deter mined at the stagnat ion point , de';:, ermir e values 
of ha near the leading edge (append.ix A) f rom the 
equation of r eferencE 8 
(12 ) 
B. Determine the rate of· .. rater interception M (appen-
dix B) fr om 
M := -~- VB s in \II ( 13 ) 4 . 45 ' 
C. Determine the local .heat - transfer datum air tempera-
tu.re ta d ( ap-psndix B) from 
, 
( 14 ) 
for saturated air f l owing over a ,-Tet surface . If 
the a ir flmving ov~r the surface is uns atur a t ed, the 
----- - ~ - -
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1009,1 aIr tFlm:peratuX'e at the out13r edge of t.he 
boundary la;:;-er becomes t b , und if the surface is 
dry the air-temperature ris e in the boundary layer 
dl e to friction becomes 6ta ' The values of tb w , 
and tb are determined from the adlabatic compres-
sIon linea shown 1n l ' i eure 3, -plotted from data of 
r ei' erenc {4 9 . From tl1e lnt crsection point of the 
ambient-air temperaturo t o and pressure PO' 
det ermine the proller adiabatic line; then the local 
temperature at the outer edge of the boundary layer 
t b at any poi_nt ovar the airfoil is found by fol -
lowing this ad,iabatic line :paJ:allel to th" s e shown 
to the local pressure : ~) given by 
(15) 
The valu8f-3 of tlta and Llta w have been developed 
in reference 10 as f ollov1s : ' 
and 
V 2 DrZ b _L . 
=: ----2gJcp 
(16) 
(17 ) 
,·there the saturated vapor pressur es Pv a and Pv b , , 
correspond to the temperatures ta d and t b , , 
res pective ly, necessitating a solution of llta , 1.f by 
trial at each point . 
III . In order to determi n e the changes in the internal gas 
flow through the blade , select the desired inlet-gas tE>m-
Ilerature tgj 1, which equals t g , 1 for the first radial 
segment , and- a t r ial value of hot-cas flm.; W. 
A. Assl-une the temperature of the gas leaving the fi r st 
s egment t g, 2' 
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1. Determine the internal gas -f tini heat -transf er 
coefffcient hg (appendix C) f r om r eference 11 
. ( )0 . 3 0 . 8 pO.2 
-4 T g ,1U iv 
- 4 . 1 X 10 ~-~.---. (18) 
using 
T 1 + T 2 
'T' _ _fu..:: •. ~__ . 
I·g.,m - 2 (19 ) 
2 . 'Determine the mean heat··tr ansfer datum gas t em-
perature for t~e segment t d from B, 
t g d = ta 1U + 6tn ) 0 ) C) 
( _ )2 pO , 33 I)-r m r 
= t g , m + -..:::..1 __ ._ . __ 
2gJc p 
i-There 
.. 
For the first estimate of \\ 2, let 
, .' 
Pg,m '" Pg,l; for subsequent trials let 
p + p ~ 8,1 g,2 p . ~ B,m 2 
( 20 ) 
(21 ) 
of the preced.ing trial . (Details for calculat-
ing Pg , 2 ~'Till be presented subs quently . ) .A..s 
the solution is approached ·this error \>11.11 
. become very smal l. 
3 . Determine t h e chor(hrise distr ibution of surface 
tempsl"'at; .... lre ts' (append.ix .C) at the center of 
the s8BIDent f rom 
·t s 
(22) 
~-~------------~----------------~---'-- - -
~iliore (see appendix B) 
and Pv s 
J 
and 'Pv a correspond to the tem-
J 
13 
peratures t s and ta d' respectively, for a , 
wet surface. Because X varies 1vith tS J the 
'values of 
.by ·trial. 
ts at each point must be computed 
4 . In ord.ar t') df3termine t;he beat transferred 
through the blado '.metal of the segment, plot 
. (t g .d - ts ) against sic for the chordwise , " 
extent of the heat.ed sUrface and obtain the 
average value by graphical integration or by 
Simpson I s rule. The heat transfel~red through 
the blade metal ~rtl.ns is then 
Qirans = (tg,d - ts )av hgAg (24) 
5 . Determine the energy change due to friction in 
th"J segmont Fl - 2 por pound of gas flow (from 
. ref el~enc-e 12 ) 
where 
and. 
2 
v.r m l 
= -~.- -- f 
. 213 . 111 
6 . Determine the polytropic apecific heat of 
gas c
n 
from 
~rans "Fl-2 ( ) Ql-2 = w - -J- = cn tg, l - t e,2 
(25) 
(26) 
(27) 
(28) 
1 
\ 
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and the polytroric exponent n from 
c - c 
n = p n (29) c p - - -T - cn 
7. Determtne the pressure of the gas leaving the 
s egment Pg ,2 from 
(30 ) 
where -n iv estimated for a particular hot -I:"gJl 
gas-flow system from published experimental 
pr0ssnre ~lo88 data on ducts and manifolds. 
E'ina. the change in radial 1 inetic energy El -2 
per pouno_ of gas flow through the segment f r om 
(31 ) 
8. Determtne the net comprass ion work Wl - 2 
(appendix D) done on eaoh pound of gas i n flow'-
ing through the s egment from 
(32) 
9 . Finally, check the accuracy of the assumed t g,2 (appendix D) from 
tg',l - t g,2 ;:: [~ ,-.1 r~JC;;-J ( 'V[1-2 - El-2) (33 ) 
.and r eestimate t _ ,2 until the valu13 obtained 
from e~uation (33) agrees with the initial 
est imate tn step III-A. 
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B. For the suosegyent redial segments, re::;>eat step rII-A 
using the values of t g,2 and Pg , 2 of one seement 
as "tg,l and Pg, 11 respectively, of the neJ<..-t 
segment. 
C. If ts at any point (found in step III-A-3 for t he 
correct t B 2) :proves to be less than 320 F, H can 
, . 
be increased by increasing the hot -gas flo"T w and 
r epeating step III. Usually ts will be a min:ilnum 
at the stagnat ion p0j.nt and at a segment near the 
hub. 
IV . Fr om the final conditions of the gas leaving the last 
segment , determine the tip nozzle ar ea Au reQuired to 
maintain the gas flow (for unity discharge coeffic Ient ) 
f rom 
A = n 
wher e 
(34 ) 
(35 ) 
V. . Calculate the fo llovTing : The r eCluired input from tho 
heat-s ource QIJ excludi ng losses in the i nd.uction sys -
tem prior to the initlal point, from 
2 
w ut i QI = w c (T i-TO ) - - - .!--P g, J 213 
the total heat added t o the gas f 1m. ~ from 
w Ut,f2 
+ - ----.-
. J 215 
the heat escape ~t the tip nozzle Q
n 
f r om 
(36 ) 
(37 ) 
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( 38 ) 
and the heat transferred through tlle entire heated sur-
face of the blade 2:[), i 'r om ~rans 
l:'4rana - "r - Q" ~ W cp (Tg , i -Tg, f) + if (ut ,f ::Ut , /) (39 ) 
o 
Thus, the effectiveness of the propeller blade as a heat 
mtrans 
exchanger is given by -~-.-
NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 
Flight and ICing Condi tions 
The procedure for determining the d.esign requirements for a 
gas -heated propeller bas been applied to a theor etical hollow steel 
propeller having blades with central radiEI, l ribs, as shown in 
fi81lre 1. The propeller--olade-form characteristics are given in 
figure 4 and ocher pertinent data in table 1. An assumption has 
been maa.e that heated air enters the blade sha.nl~s from a collector 
ring through suitable orifices and passes radially out'\oTard through 
only the leadJng·-edge cavity in the blades, as illustrated in 
figure 1. The blade 1vas arbitrarily divided for convenience into 
four radial segments each 1 foot long starting at t he l8-inch 
station. The radial stations f or which the surface-temperature 
calculations 1vere made ivere therefore at 24, 36, 48, and 60 jnches . 
(See fie. 4 .) For more accurCite r esults calculations nearer the 
hub may be necesoary. A greater number of shorter radial s egments 
m.ay also be needed in regions where either the blade airfoil sec-
tion or the internal flow area changes r apidly with r adius . 
For pnrposes of comparison, the calculations have baen made 
for the two following operating conditions through the same icing 
condition: 
------------
Condition 
----------_ .. _---
Pressure alt1.tude, ft 
Ambient-air temperature, of 
True flight speed, m.ph 
Fropeller speed, rpm 
Liquid-water cont ent, g/cu m 
18,000 18,000 
0 0 
400 325 
1430 800 
0 .4 0 . 4 
j 
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The value of liquid.··water content choson was based on the 
r ecoIIDnendatloDs shown in figure 2. 
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For conveni8nce in determining the initial internal gas condi·· 
tions at the blade shanks, an arbitrary assUlllption vTas made that 
the internal s.tatic pressure in the blade shanks w'ould be the 
81Ilb ient atmospheric pressure plus three-fourths of the f'l:i.ght 
dynamic pressure. The assumed hot-gas flow viaS va:r'led at an . 
init ial temperature of 5000 F ~mtil surface temperatures of 320 F ' 
or more were obtained over the heated surf ace of the ·bl.ade . 
Resultf3 
The 'generRl results are summarized asfollOivs: 
. '. 
- ---------~~cli t ~-·-·---·---- ·----r--·;:-· --~--
-.~---- .. ---.-.. --.. - .--.-.--.... -- --.----r--... - .-.. - .---
Gas flow per blade, 1b /hr . . I 450 750 
Initial gas t emper ature OF 500 500 
Final gas temperature) 6F .)4 9 .6 320 . 8 
Heat-source input required. 'per blade) Btu/br I 50,550 86,680 
R~~~~~d b~e=-t;l.p ~oz_:le ~ea, ~~~ _ __ ___ ~.?0466 0.0132 
The results of the calculat ions are given :tn mor e detail in 
table II and f igures 5 to 10 . For the four radial s tations and 
for both s lmulated flight conditions) t he chord,,/:isG variation of 
local ve locity ratio Vb/VR is shown in f i gure 5 j t he external 
heat-transfer coefftcient ha is shown in figur e 6; ·th e· local 
. . 
"Tater lnterception M and evaporation Mev rates a r e shovm in 
figure 7; the local heat-transfer dat~ ·temperatur e ta d is 
. , 
shown in :t~igure 8 j and the external-surface t omperature ts 1s 
s h own in figur e 9 . The radial d istributions of internal gas tem-
peratur e t g, internal gM pres sur e PgJ internal heat -transf er 
coefficient hgJ and the .external -surface tenrperD:ture at the 
stagnation point ts . are shmffi in figure 10 for c ondl t ·;i.ons A 
and B. 
The calculati.ons of the ext ernal heat -transf or coef ficients 
"Ter e made usinG equations (1), (3), and (12). Jl.tt empts were made 
t o locate acc~lJ:'at ely the, external bouqdar y -layer transition 
po1nts using the methods of · ref erenc es l3 and l{' , and the theoret-
ical transition points wer e found t o b e located. aft of the heated 
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areas . In four cases the ,velocity d,istributions , (fig . , 5:) have 
fairly distinct peaks near the ieading edge and an , arbitrary 
assumption was made that the surface roughnes's d,ue t.'o the ' :iJn.p ing -
ing water vrould caus~ transi ti'on at these mj_nimum ,-pr~ssure pOints . 
This assumption applies to the camber face at the 48-,1nc11 station 
for cond.ition A and to the t.hrust ,fftce at t.he 60-inch stat ion and 
the camber face at the 36- and 48-inc11 stations forcopdition B. 
The resulting chordvlise distrJbutions of ,he, shown in, figure 6 
for these cases, are similar to t.he type sho,m on the left side of 
figure 11 and discussed in appendix A, inasmuch as in each case 
the transition point occurs very close to the leading edge. 
The surface temperatures are obtained from equat:l.on (22), in 
vThioh the external heat-transfer area Aa j,s arbitraril.y assumed 
to extend, aft of the blade -rib center line for -a distance on each 
face equaJ. to half the maximum blade th1c1.-ness . This assumption 
is to account a~proximately for,the heat transfer to the trailing 
half of the blado , which in r eati ty dim:i,nishe3 all the way' to the 
trailing edge. ALl unpartitioned blade i.muld not require such an 
approximation . 
DISCUSSIOlIT 
Thin-Skin Approxilriation 
The largest source of error in this analysj,s j,s thOl1_e-)1t to be 
the thin-skin approximation usecl ,in the solut ion df ext~rnal sur-
~C' acE) temperatures. This approxj_rnation makes use' of tvo related 
assumptions. First, the 'Value of ' Hg depends on the t em:gerature 
dj,ff erent ial (t g , d - t s ), in 14hich ~he' temperature gt'adi,ent 
t hrough the blade meta'I is assumed to be , zerO'. - This b"Iladient and 
the error involved, is usually small, e.xcept at the leadtn g --edge 
region, foX' any propelier blade made of steei .or metal w:i,.th equal 
or higher thermal conductiv:i:ty . Second, the heat balance employe,d. 
in equation (22) i8 based on the assUJnption .that the total heat 
t ransfer f rom the internal gas ' to the 'external air c a.'1 be' con-
sidered to be distribuiJed 1A.niformly and, ' to pas's only noitaally 
through suitable internal and external heat-transfer a reas ; that 
is , the blade metal is assumed to be infinitely thin and surfac E'-
,vise heat conduction is neglocted . The ratiO of the t ·0 hoot-
transfer areas is then used to d,et ermine the rat-io of the locaJ_ 
internal and external heat-~ransfE?r rates. ,Th~ er~cor , :~nyolved in 
this aSsUIDlltion is thougbt to be large ,inasmuoh as ,the thermal 
conductiv:tty of the blade metal j_s usually ver,'y high compared 
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, with the conductivity through the ,gus and air :i3urfaC8 films. Sur~ 
'facewise heat conduction within the blade metal ' is certain to 
reduce t he temperature gradie 1ts indicated by ',tho V;l1riations of 
surface-film heat-transfer coefficients and clHlng~s ,,'in metal, 
thj.clmess. 
The two f oregoing errors can be eliminated from the analysis 
if the blade s egments are studied. using the "relaxation" method 
developed in :reference 15. No attempt has been made to use this 
method because of the prodigious amount of t'lme and effort involved . 
The method and a sample of the r esults to be expected from it are 
given in appendix E. 
Principal Factors Affecting Heat Requirements 
From a consideration of the forogotng analysis aI'l;d the num~r­
ieal exampl es 1 the required i nternal heat flovl through. hollow: pro-
pellers depends on the following factors external t o the, blade , 
surface, which appear to have the largest effects in dete;r'mining 
the local heat transfer through the metal necessary to prevent ;ice. 
Ambient t emperature . - With other factors remaining constant, 
the heat t r ansfer through the bJade surIaco r equired for ice pre-
vention as deftned herein varies directly with the t eni.:per:ature 
difference bet,'Teen the 'fr.eezing temperature and the datum tempera-
ture (ambient temperature plus kinetic increment) . Even thougn 
the assumed liquid··~Yater content of the ambient air decreases with 
, decreasing temperatures, the heat required to maintain a minimum 
surface temperature of 320 F steadily increases as ambient tempera-
ture decreases; but, oomputed on tbe bas~s of immediate eyapora-
tion of all the water that s trjJms the surfa.ce, the heat r equired 
will decrease with decreaSing temperatures beoause t he 11quid-
water content decreases . The pOint at which the heat requirements 
are equal when computed on both bases of heating represents th\3 
maximum possible value of heat required. This maximum value rep-
resents ' excessive heating for the conditions used in the examples 
presented . 
Water impingement . .. An increase in the rate of water inter-
ception requires a direct increase in the amount of.heat required 
to raise its tS)J1perature above 320 F. A more important factor, 
when ext ernal heat requirement~ are conSidered" is that an increase 
in the rate of \.]'ater interceptiol,?-; ' ip.creases t he :,aIDQunt of runback, 
, wh i ch increases the area of wetted surface apd thus .. requires ,more 
heat to offset the evaporative heat loss . , The difference in tem-
peratures between a wet and a dry surface resulting fr'OI!l, the same 
-~----" ~--
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internal hea'~-, flow can be observed ' i n figu:re 9(b), where the 
surface becomes dry on the thrust face of both' the 48·· and 60-inch 
stations. The surface-temperature rise above ambient temperature 
more than doubles its value in the hro instances ai'ter the surface 
b ecomes dry . 
Kinetic heating . - Kinet1c heating always r educ es the heat 
r eqUirements for icel?r evention because it increases the heat-
transfer datum teml)erature above the ambj.ent temperature. Its 
temperature rise increases as tLe square of the r esultant velocity 
and has a lower value in "ret air than 1n dry air. This increment 
of temperature becomes important as a saving in r equired heat flow 
at high r osultant velocities of the 'Jrd'3r shown in the t,-lO examples 
presented. A fact of inter3st is that heat r e quirements are 
reduced according to the square of the resultant velocity (because 
of kinetic heattng) and are also increased accord5.ng to the square 
root of the resultant velocity (because of the heat-transfer 
coefficient ). The net result is that as velocity 18 i ncreased 
the heat required to maintain a surface -celUllerature of 320 F first 
inc],neases and t hen d.ecreases; the location of the max:i.mum heat · 
requirement depends on the conditions involved . This maximum heat 
reqUirement probably occurs below' a velocity of 400 feet per sec-
0nd for most conditions . Thus , except for other variations (such 
as changes in propeller-blade sections), thu heat reqUirements for 
propellers on high~8peed airplanes are usually greates t at .the . 
inboard. stations. For the same reason, the heat requirements are 
reduced by increas:i.ng the rotational speed of the propeller . 
Location of transHion . - The determination of heat transfer 
from a-propeller-blade-ae-£Gnds to u large extent on the exact 
location of transition . As shown 1n figure 11, consid.erably more 
heat transfer r esults over the blad.e faces ror .Thich t urbulent 
flow is assumed (as shown by tho htgher heat-transfer coefficionts) 
than would be the case i f laminar flmv were assumed . The same 
r esult is shown in figure 9, in which the l'JW surface temperatures 
of' the four faces under assumed t.urbulent flo",r indicat.e a higher 
rate of heat trans:f:' er. Oi' course, tranSition might . be caused by 
"rater-film roughness on many of the surfaces for which laminar 
flO'iv 1vaS assumed, because the velocity gradiGnts are quite low 
over all the stations, as shown in figure 5. 
Altitude . - The· aUit.ude-nressure term frequently appears in 
-_.-,.....-...--- -
the analysis and its total effect on h1i:lat requirements 1s diff l cuU 
to evaluate . The t "ro principal effects of altitude (other factors 
r emaj.riine; constant) on the required blade--metal heat .transfer are 
largely compensatory .· ·vlith increasing altitude the heat transfer 
due to the evaporation pr ocess es increases whereas the heat .transfer 
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due to external convect ion decreas es. Increasing altitudes have a 
serious :.ffect on restricting t ile i nternal gas flovl . In order to 
offset the r educ t i on in gas densHy w:Lth a lt:i.tude , the gas f lO1{ i'l 
mus t be maintained by increasing the internal gas VG l ocHy, with 
r esulting increases in. flow friction and pressure drop . These 
increases, coupled w'ith the loss of rarn pressure at altitude , indi -
cate that the r eq,uired internal gas flow steadily becomes more 
difficult to maintain with increasing altitude and that a booster 
pump may be necessary at high altitudes to attain the r eq,uired gas 
flovl . A pressure boost can also be obtai-ned by i ncreaSing the pro -
:peller rotational speed whenever -possible . 
Comparison of Results of Numerical Examples 
Flight condition B req,uired a larger internal heat flm.; than 
condition A for two r easons: t he kinetic heating ~.as l ess, owing 
to a 10vTer airspeed and propeller speed, and the surface ar ea 
under assutned turbulent flow ,vas greater. 
The req,uired tip nozzle area for conclition B vTaS almost as 
large as the internal flow area at the exit to statj.on 60, I.hich 
indicated that the gas pressur e at the tip had dropped nearly to 
its lowest limit and that a higher rate of flo,. vIaS almost 
impossible without augmenting t he initial gas pressur e or increas-
ing the propeller speed . If t his tip noz zle area j.s used, the 
flO1{ wi ll become exc es sive under conditions of hi gher airspeed 
and propel l er s peed or lower altitude . The hot-gas flow COUld, 
however, be r egUlated by a t hrottle in the intake sys tem . 
The r eq,ui r ed hoat-source capacities for thes e two conditions 
appeared to be very high compared with ext ernal e l ectrica lly 
heated blade shoes based on the meager experimental data avail-
able . The high r eq,uired heat -source input is, however, explai, ed 
by the fact that internal gas-heating systems normally have no 
s olective control of heat ~ransfer and as a result much of the 
surface area is considerably overheated and fUrther wastage 
occurs at t he tip nozzle . In the exrunples that us ed this method 
of blade heating, onl y a narrow band at the lead.ing- edge surface 
had temperatures near 320 F. Consequently, if a narrow strip of 
ice 0 .3 inch Wide , for example , were to be per mitted along the 
leading edge, the internal heat -fl ow req,ui r oment for station 24, 
condition B, (most critical) would be nearly halved . This 
reduction would r esult because the surface t empor atur e at t he 
stagnation point could th.en be allm.ed to drop approximatel y 
9° bel ow' 320 F and the differ ential ( t s - ta d) lvould be 
approximately one-half i ts original valuo (17:60 F), Because 
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the stagnat ion point is the controlling factor for the segment) 
the internal heat flow cou] d then be reduced by nearly half and 
the blade-surface temperatures would remain above 32° F except for 
the narrow leading-edge band . In practice) the internal heat flm" 
reguirecl therefore depends largely on whether nar row strips of ice 
along the leading edges are tolerated . 
S11ggested Technique for Reducing Hent Flows 
A m.ethod of reduclng th'? required heat flo"T in a typical hol -
low propeller blade is suggested in .. Thich the internal flow passage 
is altered to attain a more eCOl1omlcal distribution of heat transfer . 
When it is aSSQmed that equation (18 ) and the hyd~aulic diruneter 
concept can be applied to internal passages ,-rhose perimeters con-· 
tain convolutlons) designs of flow passages can be developed whereby 
large reductions in heat-source capacity and pumping-power out gut 
are apparent over the typical hollow-blade interior, as shown in 
figure 1. Two suggested alt erations are Sh010ffi in figure 12 and 
compared vTith the original blade section. Using primes t o denote 
the altered designs, the following mathematical comparisons can 
be shO'vm: 
F or both the original and altered designs 
4 . ~O-~ (Tg,m)O.3 wO . 8 pO . 2 Ag 
~ 
from equation (18). For -:;he same inlet gas temperatures, as suming 
p := Ag and taking the ratio of a modified design to the original 
design 
Sett i ng this ratio equal to unity will permit evaluat i on of the 
flow ratio that will produce the same amount of blade-surface heat 
transfer as the original des :ign , or 
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In summarizing these modifications, if the area of t he inter-
nal. flow passage 1.s reduced and the :!.nternal heat -transfe'r area is 
increased, the same total heat transfer to the external surface 
can be maintained while the intElrnal-gas flm\? is ereat ly reduc ed, 
A reduction of the flo", lowers the internal veIocl ty and the fric-
tion loss and thus raises the available internal pr essure. '{hen 
the flow is r educed, more heat i s removed per pound of gas flow 
and, conse'luently, the gas temperature falls more rap:Ldly and 
reduces the heat 10S9 at the tip nozzle. Care should be taken 
with the internal heat-transfer area t hat s ome segments do not 
abstract such heat as to starve subsequent segments . 
In addition t o the foregoing reduct ion of heat flow, a better 
distribution of chordwise surface heat transf er can be accompUshed 
by makJng the greatest increase of interno.l heat-transfer area at 
the leading edge by t he use of fins Similar to those shmm in 
figure 12. An accurate determinatlon of the magnitu.de of the heat 
transfer r esulting from thes e modifications requi r C1s that the 
whole problem be approached al ong t he Hnes of the relaxation 
method as outlined in appendix E. All the ind.lcations shown lead 
to the belief that a hollow' propeller blade can be designed with 
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modiftc ations s imilar to those illustratect, ,.,h ieh \vj.ll efficiently 
pr ovide ice ,!?l'otection with, a hGat f l O1-l of feasJble proport i ons . 
, , 
COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATI ONS 
The method pr esented for estimating heat reg,u lrements for ice 
;?revention on gas-heated hollolf propeller blade,g pro-v:1.d.es i nte-
gr ated means for determining the design r equirements fOJ:' Ice pr o .. 
vent ion on gas -heated holloYT IJrOpe] ler blades operat ing in any 
s elected c ondit ion . Several of the suggested. uinrpliftcations and 
other shor t methods can be used where conditions do not ]"e(].ui1'e a 
ri gor ous treatment. Solutions by- tl~ial ar e .occaSionally , required, 
which are admittedly inc onvenient) but become fairly rapid "'lit h 
increased fa.."llili alfity . . , ' 
SubstantJat ion of s ever al formulas, upon which t his method 
is based, by experimental measu1'ement,'3 j.n actual icing condtt ions 
i s recomn: .. mded. A 1'el8...1(ation analysis of t he Vihol fJ pI'o'peller 
blade should be made to det ermine the effect of leadi ng ,:.. edge , 
internal ribs and , the exact heat t rt;msfer nOl"lJlal.ly, r acUally, and 
chordwise t.hrough the blade met a l. 
F light Pr opulsion Research Laboratory, 
National Adv:i,sory Committee for Aeronautics , 
Cleveland'J Ohio, J une " 27 J 1947 . 
----.,~ 
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,APPENDIX A 
, ]~TERNAL HEAT-TRAtlTSFER COEFFICIENTS 
fl.irfo:li' coeff1.cj,ents based on boundary ·layer . - $everal 
methodS'are~ available for cal.culating',":ic.he 10c'a1 and average hee,t-
transfer coefficionts ':for the sU,rfaces of airfoils (references .3:, 
J.. 8, 17) ancl 1::i ). Local surface values for the heat - transfer 
coefficients on fj,irfoils (equ.ation (J.)) are derived. in reference 4) 
primarily on the bClsls of' Reynolds! 8.naloBY. between skin friction 
end heat transfer througl1: ]'a.-ninar Olmdar.y layers, and an al ter,-
nate form of , Reynolds I ana10e.y ( equ.ation (.5)) is presented for the 
tu;r:bulent bC:)tlndary'-layer case in reference 16. ' These solutions 
are detailed bec'ause they take ,into account the variation of local 
air velocity and 'boUndary-le.yer thickness over the airfoil surface. 
No account hai:! ' been taken elther ' in this analysis or in the refer·· 
ences, hO'vever, of t.he unkn61m' effect on the boundary-layer heat 
transfer of the heat add~tion to the boundary lftyer caused by a 
heated surface'. 
Emplrical a:LrfJil co~fficicnt8 . - ' ':I;'he' inethodsof reference 8 
(equatiorla (9) ancCll0Tfhave "beenadded as alternate solnti0ns 
for ho. because ' they ofter , easier solutions by ijh0.1r use of 
av'erage air ~eloc:ities ove;r the, faces ai' the ail'foils. These 
equations require a slight but adequate 'approximation for use in 
this analysis when determining the average temperature 'i y! 
because the surface temperatures are unknown. Hovever, estimates 
of average /3u.rf'ace temperatures involving errors of less t ha.n 
1 d 12 pe~cent of ha can easily be ma. e. 
IJcading-edge cylinder coefficients . - At the stagnation point 
the value of ha cannot be-deterwined in equations (1 ), (3) , (9), 
and (10) . The suggestion is made in referenco e that the leading 
edge of an airfoil be regarded as an isolatecl cylinder in trans-
verse flow for vTh:i.ch heat··tJ:ansfer data are availa'ble in refer-
ence 1[' . When these data we used and Nusselt I s number at the 
stagnat i on point is expressed as a function of Prandtl number and 
Reynolds number , an empirical equation for the heat-transfer coef-
f icient over the forward half of the equivalent leading-edge 
cylinder (ec;tuation (12)) is developed (reference 8). Figure 11 
diagrammatically illustrates the suggested techniq,ue of fairing 
the distribution of heat-transfer coefficients ovor the loading-
edge cylinder :1.nto the laminar,· and turbulent -flow distributions 
for the rest of the airfoil in tyro typical configurations. On the 
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thrus t face , t r ans it ton is shown to occur close to the leading 
edge and the ha curve is faired directly from the l eading··odge 
values into the turbulent.-f l m. curve . On the camber face , transi -
tion is shown to occur after a length of lamJnar floyT and the 
curve is arbitrarily faired into the turbulent regime . The former 
type of d istr:Lbution occur s in ·the numerical exo.mple , in certain 
c ases on both faces of the blade . . 
Location of transitton . - In t he forego tng considerat i ons , 
the locati.on of ·-thetransition p·oint lllJ.St be dete rmined . For 
increasing local pressures , the point of transition, \-Th i ch may be 
ass"wned to b e ooincident with laminar separation, may be estimated 
by the method of references 13 and 14 . For decreasing pressures , 
the suggestion is made in· refer ence 5 that the Reynolds number 
based. on the laminar bound.ary-laye r thiclmess Reo 7, at the point 
, 
of transitton is between the Hmits of 8000 and 9500 . 
The l ocat ion of the transition point greatly affects the h eat 
transfer from an airfoil bec aus e the heat-transfer coefficient for 
turbulent flow is consid.erably larger than that for l aminar f1m • • 
No reliab.le method i s known for prt::dicting the po int of ·transi tion 
when the airf oil is . undergoinG water impingement·. The presence of 
water on the surface prob.ab l y ·causes translt i mi. to occur fOrYmrd 
of the point determined :by the for egOing methods . 
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APPENDIX B 
EFFECTS OF v[E.fTED SURF ACE 
Rate of I,rater interce.ption. - The rate of water iaterceJ?tion 
:1.0 only slightiyoveresfimatedby o.ssumtng that the droplets 
-crave l in straight-line paths int.ersecting the blad.e s ur f ac es. 
This condition exists ,'hen the a~.rf o il co}_lecticm efficiency 
becomes 100 -percent. Exact co llec'Uon efficienctes for airr oils 
are unavaIlable , although fairly conrplu·te data are avajlable f or 
cylinders . For sYID..'1letrical and. 10'tl-Camber airfoils tho UO E.! ot 
existing data for cylind.ers whose diameters are equal or relatecL 
to the leading-eage d. iam.et~rs ol' the aj.rfoils Ca.D be made "'i t h a 
fair degree of a1)proximatlon. Accordingl;r , :9ro!Joller-blade-se.ct:i,on 
l eadJng-edge cyl:lnders) under ordinary f'lie.h t c ondi tions) have co1 -
l ectj_on efficj enoies varying aP:9rox:!.IDately fl'om 80 pel'cG!1t near 
t h e hub to 98 IJercent near the tip. The error i n a ,sBlJm.lnc: 
100-percent collection efficiency for the I,r opellE?:r secticns i s 
n ot so gr eat in n.guring the rate of wateT interce1")tlon as :Ln 
d etermining the extent of l;retted surfaces, ao d.:l.S C 1)S S 3d in the 
sl..lCceeding sect i on. 
The local r ate of ,-rater interception M is tims proportional 
t o the sine of the angle 1{i su1:>tonded by the rela t l v e wind 
(h e lical speed) -vector and the tangent dra-wn to tb e blade s u:cfac;e 
at the point baing c onsidered. The value of M is given by 
eCluation ( 13). 
Surface ovaporation . - The effect of evaporat ion of wat er 
fj~om the "suJj'aceof an:a:irf oil in incre6.~ing the heat t ransfer 
was f irst derived by Hardy (referenGe 19). He has pr esentGd an 
expr ession for a J_ocal evaporation fac t or X, which multiplies 
the 10co1. COl"1\r8ctive heat- t l'ansfer coef ficient 1-lher evs l' the Hur-
face' is wetted . This factor is given by equation (23) and the 
local" r ate of evaporation of ,vater from the 8u1'1.' 8.Ce is g1 yen by 
ft \ S ( 40) 
~-JhG:t'e the l ocal rate of eva:l?oration .is l arger t han the loc a l 
rate of wat er i.nterception, the surf ace will tend t :-> become d.ry. 
If the b10107- off of ,vater from the s nrface i s neglected, hO'l-lei~er) 
there will be runback of unevaporated water f rom the leadi ng- edge 
region when the rate of intercepted ,vater exce6(ls the r ate of 
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evapor ation . In this analysis the surface of the propel lor-bl ade 
s vct ion js em .:l idered dry aft of t he point sic at w'hich 
r s / c 
M d(s/c) 
('s /c 
= J Mev d(s/c) 
Cl 
where tho Im.,er limit 0 :is at the stagnation point . For a dry 
surface} X becomes 1 end no surface evaporation OCCl.xrs . 
Heat-transfer datum air temperature . - The beat -transfer 
datum-temperature ta d at My polntonthe blade surface is t he 
) 
surface temperature that ,.,ould 'be obtained. if the bl.ade were a 
noncondncting unheated body . The value of ta ' d is given by 
} 
equation (14 ) based on f igure 3 and equatj.ons (J.6 ) and (17). The 
nature of ta}d for a typica2. propeller blade . ol)er~ting in eithor 
s atul~ated. OJ' unsaturat ed air is shm·m in figure 13 . Tl" ere ·are ti-ro 
components of ta} d: tbe f\.diabatic temperature tb 01' tb ; l., at 
the outGT edge of the botmdary layer and the t empera,ture differ -· 
entia.l lIta or lIta w in the boundary layer duo t o kinetic fri c -
) 
tion. The frictional t emp0rature risEl in the boundary layer is 
s lightly larger in turbulent flovT than in lam:!.nar flm., according 
t o equations ( 16) an<l (17) (as the Prandtl number is r aised to the 
one-third pOvTe r in tur bulent flow compared with the ono-half pm'Ter 
for laminar flow). Both the components of ta d ar e affected by 
, 
t he presence of water . The frtctiollal temper ature ris e in a 
o 01...mdary l ayer that r emains saturated is l es s than the rise in an 
unsatur ated bcundary la.yer, due to e\·aporation . Lilcewise , the tem-
:perature at the edge of the boundary layer for a saturatecl air 
stream follows the satur ated air aaiabatic line. 
Whe ther or not t he a.ir is saturated at a given point is often 
d ifficult to cletermine ' ani} consequently , the a.eterrlination of 
te. d is uncertain, In this analysis t~e following course has 
, 
b een adopted : For a '-let surface) which exlsts :(oJ;'ward of the point 
wher e the accumulated water intercepted equals the accumulated 
water evaporated (as defined in the prevj.ous section) 
( 14 ) 
For a dry surface, which is assumed to begin ab'('uptly aft of t his 
point 
- - - - -- ~--. 
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(41) 
Accordingly, only when the ambient air is unsatul'ated is 
(42) 
.' ~ 
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APPENDIX'C 
HEAT BALANCE 
Local internal heat transfer. - The internal gas-film heat-
transfer coefficient hg is given by eg,uation (18), which appears 
to be the most applicable formula for determining this coefficient . 
The equation is based on data obtained for fully developed turbu-
lent flow in long tubes. It is doubtful) how'ever) whether this 
equation will give satisfactorily ?-ccurate results when ayplied to 
flmv through hollow propellers for two reasons: (1) The nonsym-
metrical cross sections of a hollow propeller-b lade passage and 
the eff ect on heat transfer of changes in flow area ma~r not be 
fully accounted f or in an equation based on flow in stl'aight cir-
cular tubesj and (2) no account is taxen in equation (18 ) of local 
flow variations along a plane normal to the direction of f low 
(chordwise in a propeller blade) . In a r otating propeller, the 
Coriolis acceleration produces radial velocities along the lead,ing 
edge of the internal passage that are h l gher than thos e t oward the 
trailing edge. The loca l internal heat - transfer coefficient would 
therefore probably be h i gher at the leading edge t han i s indicated 
by the average value given by equation (18). 
When the value of hg 8i ven by equation (18 ) is us eo.) the 
local internal heat transfer for a unit area can be writt en as 
(43) 
where t g) d is the mean-flmv static gas temperat ure plus the tem-
perature rise due to surface friction (equation ( 20)). 
Local external heat transfer. - The local r a t e of external 
heat transfer per unit area at any point may be expr es s ed as 
where cm is the heat capac i ty of liquid wat er, t aken her ein as 
unity. The f irst t erm of equatlon ( 44) on the ri ght ,-hand, .s ide 
gi ves the combined convective and evapor atj,ve heat tJ:ansf er ; the 
second term gives the s ensible heat absorbed by the i ntercepted 
water during its temperature ris e to the surface t emperature; and 
--~-------
L 
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the third term gives the heat released by the impinging water at 
the expense of its kinetic energy. For simplicity, an approximate 
expression for Ha Cro1 be used, wherein 
(45) 
and the error in the approximation is small except at the l eading 
edge where M is . a maximum. 
Hea.t..:balance equation. · -In thi s analysis the equilibrium of 
heat transfer to and fro~~he blade surface at any point is 
expr essed as 
When .equations (43 ) and (44) are substitut.ed in equation (46) 
ts can be solved for ; 
(46) 
(22) 
Equation (46) is bas ed on the assumption that a thin-skin 
approximation can be used for determining the surface temperatures. 
(See section ent :ttled "DISCUSSION. ") 
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APPENDIX D 
THERMODYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF · GA~ FLOW 
Assumptions. - The method for determining the temperature and 
pressure----or- the internal gas···during · its flow· through the hollo"1 
propeller blad.e is based on the thel'modynamic steady-flow energy 
equation. The internal flow is assumed to have a uniform radial 
velocity distribution at any.station. The assumption is made that 
for a short radial segment the polytropic eXIJonent n of the 
internal flow process can be considered constant. The error 
invoJ.ved will vary as the radial length 2 of the segments used 
j.n the solution . For convenj.ence in using the polytropic rela-
tions for gas, the energy due to flow f r iction is assumed to be 
heat added to the gas at the expense of work done by the gas . 
Analysis of flow process . - The thermodynamic steady-flow· 
equation may be written-rn terms of the energies per pound of gas 
as 
This equation states that the difference between the net compres-
sion work done on the gas and the net . heat lost from the gas in 
passing through the segment is equal to the total of the differ-
ences between the kinetiC, internal, and potential energies at the 
leaving and entering ends of the radial segment. 
For a mechanically reversible process, the sum of all the 
meChanical-energy terms in equation (47 ) can be expressed by 
where El -2 is defined as the radial kinetic energy term by 
(48) 
equation (31). The process satisfying net work for a polytropiC 
the relation pvn = constant is given by 
R (tg,l - t g,2) n-l ( 49 ) 
and the flow work can be expressed as 
l 
I 
I 
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(50) 
When equations (48) and (49 ) are equated and equation (50) is sub-
stitu.ted, the net compression work becom.es 
(51) 
In a similar manner, the internal-energy term of equation ( 47) can 
be wrttten as 
J(U2 - Ul ) = ~ (tg 2 - tg 1) r-l' , (52 ) 
When equations (50), (51) , and (52) ar e substituted, equation (47) 
becomes 
However, 
The gas-temperature diff erential through the segment can now be 
expressed in terms of the energy quant i ties by combining 
equat ions (51), (53), and (28) to obtain 
t - t = r-n (W Q - E ) g,l B,2 (r- l ) nJcn 1-u 1-2 
( 53 ) 
(28) 
(33) 
In equation (33 ) the value of Wl _2 is gtven by equat i on (32). 
The increment of enthalpy W prop due to ,.;ork done by the rotaMng 
propeller on a pound of gas in flowing through a radial segment is 
given by 
Wprop 
2 2 
ut2 -UtI 
= - , , 
213 
( 54) 
This equation can be shown as follows: The pr opeller-drive-shaft 
torque increment due to the internal gas flm. through a blade 
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segment is given by the change in moment of tangential momentum, 
w'hich may be writt en in terms of torque per pound of gas per 
s econd as 
A = r2lit,2 - rlt~.l 
g ( 55 ) 
where lit is the blade tangential veloc i ty at the rad iuG r . The 
rate of work done on a pOLmd of gas can be written as 
( 56 ) 
becaus e Ut == (ur . For a straight r otating channel , the increase i n 
tangential kinetic energy between tvTO points is obviously given by 
2g 
f or a pound of gas, so the r emainder of the total work r epr esents 
the amount of external work done on a pound of gas in flowIng 
thr oug.h a radial s egm.ent to produce a change in the enthal:9Y of the 
gas. 
- ---- - - - -- - - -----~~-----" 
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APPENDIX E 
EFFECT OF HEAT CONDUCTION THROUGH BIJADE 
MEl'AL AT LEADING EDGE 
A study was made using the relaxation .method. as described .in 
reference 16 to determine the effect of heat c onduction in the 
blade skin on the temperature distribution around the leading edge. 
The original assumption that heat :Ls transferred <Jnly 1n a o.irec-
tion normal to the blade skin, which was assumed to be inf.initely 
thin, 1vaS expected to be appl'eciably ups et by tlH:l variations ·of 
blade-metal thickness and of the effective 6xt el'nul heat transfer 
around the leading edge. 
Le;place IS eCluation, which reCluires the reasonable assumpM,on 
that the blade metal is a homogeneous ~ isotroplc solid,. was .used 
with condHions at the internal ooundarydefined, by 
'k de = h e 
dy :' g . 
and at the external boundary by 
where 
k 
t x 
y 
de 
k dy = (haX + M) (13 - e ) 
thermal conductivity of blade metal, 
Btu/(hr)(sCl ft) (~/ft) 
(tg d - t x ), OF , . 
heat··transfer datum gas temperature, °Il' 
metal temperature (surface or internal) " OF 
distance normal to boundary, ft 
internal gas heat-transfer coefflc ient , 
Btu/(hr)(sCl f t) (O:F) 
effeotive external heat-tranefe'r ooefn.c ient, 
Btu/ (hr) (sg ft) (~) 
(57 ) 
(58) 
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o heat-transfer datum air temperature, F 
The scale used was 1 inch = 0.05 inch and fo r convenience the 
solution was arbitrarily originated 1 inch in chord l ength from 
the leading edge. The metal temperatures at the starting points 
on both faces of the blade were assumed to be slightly l ess than 
the values of surface temperatures that wer e obtained i n the numer-
ical example. The ipc~inationsof the i s othermB to t he surface at 
the starting points were estimated from t he anticipated nature of 
the heat transfer~ The values of ,metal temper ature obtaj,ned are 
unreliable, but the isotherm and surface-temperatur e patterns 
obtained are believed i ndicat i ve of the trends to be ' expected i f 
the solution w'er e to be extended over the entire 'blade cross 
section. 
The calculated r esults obtained for simUlated flight and 
icing condition B at t he 24- inch station are shovffi in figure 14. 
Because heat is transferred everywhere vTithin t he metal normal 
to the isotherms, a consider able quantity of heat flows t hrough 
t he metal of the camber and thrust faces into the mass of metal 
at the leading edge, as shown in figure 14 . The surface t em-
peratur e distribut i on is changed and thus the surfacewi s e tem-
per ature gradients at t he leading edge are greatly reduc ed. The 
surface temperature ris e at the leading edge due to condu,ction i n 
t he metal is approximately as indicated by a compal~is on of the 
two curves at the bottom of figure 14. 
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TABLE I - PROPELLER DATA 
,---- . - .----1 ! 
:::::o:ad-i"""'"U-S-, -r-, - f-t---~: 2: ,I - 3: t 4: I 6: 
Blade -segment rad- l-oa-l----I-- -- - I ----i----
leilgth, _l_, _ __ ft ____ -+I~ ____ 1_1 1 I 1 I 1 
Blade chord, c, ft I l. 051 l.06 I l.07 I 0 .-986 
Equivalent l eading-edge -C; I 
cylinder diameter, I 
_~c~ f~ __ 0.027 _0.0095_-!1!-0 __ oO_O _ 5_7_;-._0_._00_4_0 
Exter'nal heat··transfer 
area, AaJ sq ft 
Internal heat - transfer 
area, Ag , sq ft 
Internal blade-~assage 
perimetey, PJ ft 
1. 26 I 1.18 I 1.15 .;.-1_1_.06 
1. 131-=.05 , __ 1.01-' ~94~ 
I - i r 1. 13 I 1. 05: L 0 1 0 .942 
- ---- ------ -+---- I I Intornal blade - passage 
crosp -sect ional area, 
~, sq f t 
-, 
0 . 0558 0 . 0315 0 . 0239 0.0173 
Internal blade passage ~~ I 
cross-sectional area at '7c:. I I 
point I J ~j_lJ __ Sq_f_t __ +---0.0875 0.0~75 0.024~205 
Internal blade passage I I' 
cross -sectional area at 
poi nt 2, ~)2' sq ft I 0 . 0375 0 .0275 I 0.0205 0 . 0141 1 
~ ______ ~ _______ ~ _____ _ ~ _______ ~! ______ ~~ ____ J 
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TABLE II - CALCULATED DATA FOR NUMERICAL EX..4MPLES 
.-- Condition A I Condition B . 
I 
Station I 24 ! 36 48 ; 60 24 ' -:- 36 48 i 60 
, Blade-section lift c oef - I' ~ . I 
I ficient, C2 . . 0 . 4l~'- 0.550 0.583 I 0.474 0.570 0.5?;;' 0. 553 1_ 0.43~ 
I Blad e -section angle of 
at~; ack, 0" deg 2.6 I 
I 
2.8 2.9 2.3 5.0 3.2 2.4 1.7 
I ' I I I ~~. Blade resultant v e locity, I I 
I VR, ft/sec 1 __ 6d_ 740 839l 951 505 1 539 ~8l._ 622. 
1Mean intemel r adial gas I 
v elocit y, lir,mJ ft / sec _ 88 . 0 145 . 8 
'Friction flow energy, r- I 
175 .5 217.5 1 159.6 I 274 . 5 1 345 .91 465 .5 
I 
Fl_2' ft -lb/lb I 15.7 69.4 I 124.8 
q~----I r:- ------,- I I Blade-metal heat transfer, .. 
«trans' BtU/hr 3726 5293 [ 6070 6280 5404 1 7920 8":'0~ 
239l_~~ '21 ~16.4! 425 .91 966 . 3 
Polytropic specific heat , I r I ~n' Btu/ ( lb)(~) 0.2941 0.3028 0 . 3157 I 0.3285 1°. 2275 1 0.235110 . 2264 10.1839 - "1 " I I I I Polytropic exponent , n 0.441 0.478/ 0 .525l 0 . 563 1-0.223 I - 0 . 077 · - 0 .247 , - 4 . 51 1 1_ I I i I I I I 
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~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
o 
f-' 
!P-
to 
,p. 
! '='4 I 
I 
48 I St ation ~" I 60 
'---1 O . ! 
I I Propeller enthalpy lncre -ment, Hprop' rt-lb/1b 1400 i 2100 2800 3500 
Radial kinetic-ener gy I 1188.0 1401.3 change of int err ..a1 gas , \147.9 El _2, f't-lo/1b 202.0 1-. I ; 
Tip-nozzle heat escape, I 
Qn, Btu/hr 
-I 
35,250 
ISummation of blade-metal 
heat transfer, i:Qtrans, 
Btu/hr 21,369 
Effectiveness of blade as 
heat exchanger 0.379 
I 
! I 24 36 4:8 601 
i 
438 656 874 10921 
t 
698 608 955 2575 
59,200 
30,538 
- . l 0.341 ! 
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Figure I. - Schematic flow diagram for gas-heated hoi low propeller 
bl ade. 
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(c) Modification 2: Cross-sectional flow area ratio, Ap/Ap = 1.5. internal 
heat-transfer area ratio, Ag'j Ag = 2.5. 
Figure 12. - Comparison of original with two propeller-blade-section modifi-
cations that indi cate savings in internal heat flow. 
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